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The Occupation of Aztlan, Our Hearts: The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and its influence 

within the Chicano Civil Rights Movement. 

 

The war between the United States and Mexico (1846-1848) and The Treaty of 

Guadalupe Hidalgo (February 2, 1848), the peace treaty said to end the war, are recounted by 

numerous historians north and south US Mexico border. In the one hundred sixty-three years 

since the creation of that border, anthropologists, political scientists, sociologists, and Chicano 

scholars have all contributed to the interpretation and analysis of the war and treaty. However 

and despite the complex ways in which each of us can and perhaps should investigate these 

events, we are most often inclined, as wars often incline us to do, to analyze the war and treaty in 

dichotomous ways.  

The depictions, binary as they are, position characters as winners or losers, the conqueror 

and the conquered. Furthermore, groups of people identifying at different racial or gendered 

locations to the American or Chicano national narratives, but not fitting nicely in either, have 

been all but eliminated from the discourse concerning each nation‟s respective history, political 

representation and claim, and national destiny. I find myself as a Native and Chicana woman and 

scholar either as a footnote or eliminated completely from the discourse. Moreover, with a failure 

to read these histories from different perspectives (ex. feminist, indigenous, critical) we become 

occupied with the language of white capitalistic patriarchal categorizations and locked into 

dichotomous discourses, such as East vs. West, South vs. North, or right vs. wrong. In other 

words, we become limited in our imaginations of resistance. 

In addition to the dichotomizing effects of Nationalist agendas we must also be aware 

that many of us are quite simply unaware of "ethnic" people‟s histories. Dangerously, a 
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superficial awareness of these histories provides the impression of authority to the majority 

groups who write the textbooks and control media while rendering marginalized ethnic 

populations without a sense of ownership to both the national history and to the present. This 

impression makes it difficult for most of us to challenge popular rhetoric found in today‟s media 

sources that target ethnic, racial, or gendered minority groups and place those groups as outsiders 

within the white nation. Particularly, our lack of understanding of the relation between dominate 

narratives and today‟s political debates becomes dangerous when mainstream media sources 

promote parochial discourses regarding issues of immigration, border enforcement and the war 

on terror.  

This failure to analytically engage the intersection of our histories is most often created in 

our public school system when ethnic histories becomes arbitrarily separated from white history, 

and then, superficially reviewed. More often, ethnic histories can be surreptitiously absent from 

the school curricula or outwardly so, as is the case with new legislation in Arizona and Texas. 

Honestly, before being asked to present my own examinations of the relationship between the 

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the philosophy of the Chicano Movement, my knowledge of 

the details of the treaty and my place within that history as a Native woman was at most 

superficial.  

Therefore it is my attempt to promote the expansion of our imaginations by providing a 

Native and Chicana Feminist analysis of the US Mexican War and the Treaty of Guadalupe 

Hidalgo and their influences on the Chicano Civil Right Movement. In the following, I will 

begin with a brief review of the two dominate narratives, then, discuss the issues of erasure 

contained within each, and finally, I will discuss in which ways the treaty informs a major 

philosophy within today‟s Chicano movement, the occupation of Aztlan.  
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Before I go further, I would like to first provide to you with a better understanding of the 

framework from which I operate. As it is stated in Aida Hurtado‟s article Sitios y Lenguas (or 

Sites and Languages) Chicana feminist are characterized by “finding absences and exclusions 

and arguing from that standpoint. At the same time, their disruptive voices have been raised 

within the context of collaboration and political coalition with various progressive movements…” 

(Hurtado 135). That is she, the Chicana Feminist, stands in the space of perpetual opposition and 

marginalization. She stands in the peripheries, the boundaries, the borderlands. In and from this 

space she seeks to challenge, take apart and also to build. So it is then that as a voice from this 

space, as a Native and Chicana scholar, I seek to utilize this moment to disrupt the reification of 

our histories and identities produced in dominate narratives and to state my opposition to the 

continued occupation of our lands and the subjugation of our people, but also to build and unite 

in our resistance.  

To begin with a simple, familiar recount of the treaty, I asked a friend what he had 

learned in school about the topic. He replied that the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was a paper 

that documented the selling of Mexico‟s most northern territories to the United States. I imagine 

that his response reflects what most of us know of the treaty. For the most part, it may be argued 

that the treaty is exactly that. That of course much more occurred, but down to the nuts and bolts 

of it all – the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo documents the selling of land. But is this all that 

occurred?  

Just as the wars of the world become simplified by media sources, wars are also reported 

with an inherit bias. Both media sources and text books are influenced by political agendas and 

editors and authors decide what is covered, how much of that topic is covered, and from what 

position or context the event is covered. Therefore, conservative scholars may endorse the one 
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line description of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo because it seems most neutral, or without 

bias. It does not discuss sides, uses no offensive language, and cuts straight to the point. Straight 

to the point – no emotion involved. However, there are those of us that would argue there is no 

such thing as neutrality. No such thing as “free of bias”. The sciences are filled with postionality, 

socially and historically. The very act “[t]o historicize is to interpret events; when scholars 

interpret, their voice is situated, because their analysis cannot be separated from their positions in 

society as members of a racial group, a social class, and a gender” (Menchaca 11). Following, I 

will provide brief elaborations of each of the dominate narratives, beginning with the most 

familiar, the American.  

The American recount of the war and treaty, as it is written in the Library of Congress 

Hispanic Reading Room, succinctly reports, “In December of 1845, the U.S. Congress voted to 

annex the Texas Republic and soon sent troops led by General Zachary Taylor to the Rio Grande 

(regarded by Mexicans as their territory) to protect its border with Mexico. The inevitable 

clashes between Mexican troops and U.S. forces provided the rationale for a Congressional 

declaration of war on May 13, 1846” (Library of Congress).   

The report goes on to briefly state that “hostilities continued for next two years” while 

highlighting the work of General Taylor and General Stephen Kearney and each respective troop 

as they separately “moved through” and “captured” Monterrey, New Mexico, Chihuahau, and 

California. The report also gives special recognition to General Winfield Scott who is said to 

have “delivered the decisive blows as [his troops] marched from Veracruz to Puebla finally 

captur[ing] Mexico City in August of 1847” (ibid). The report ends by sharing that there in 

Mexico President Polk‟s representative, Nicholas Trist, “began discussions for a peace treaty that 

August. On February 2, 1848 the Treaty was singed in Guadalupe Hidalgo, a city north of the 
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capital where the Mexican Government has fled as U.S. troops advanced”(ibid). The treaty 

required that Mexico to submit 55% of its territory (present-day Arizona, California, New 

Mexico, and parts of Colorado, Nevada and Utah) in exchange for fifteen million dollars.  

Chicano scholarship has taken these types of American portrayals of the war and treaty 

and challenged the naturalization of expansionist ideologies and undertones of racial hierarchy, 

better known as Manifest Destiny. The general ideological foundation of Manifest Destiny was 

that English speaking peoples (the Anglo-Saxon Race) were predestined to spread the ideals of 

Christianity and “democracy” to those who they considered less civilized. For example in his 

book Occupied America, Acuña writes, “The tendency among a substantial segment of U.S. 

Historians has been to dismiss the war with Mexico as simply a „bad war,‟ which took place 

during the era of Manifest Destiny, a nebulous [or unformulated] doctrine…In reality, Manifest 

Destiny is a religious doctrine with roots in Puritan ideas which continue to influence U.S. policy 

to this day”. Dr. Jerry Garcia writes that “After a two-year bloody war the United States and 

Mexico singed the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo on February 2, 1848. Mexico lost fifty percent 

of its territories and nearly 200,000 Mexicans became U.S. citizens overnight. What the United 

States now calls the Southwest was once Mexico’s northern territories. One hundred and sixty 

three years later the consequences of that invasion continues to resonate” (Opening Remarks).  

To continue,  expands our understandings of why and in which ways the U.S. 

sought out Mexico‟s northern territories as their own. He explains that the war efforts were based 

on selfish interests.  Slave owners resented that slaves could seek sanctuary in Mexico and the 

desire to expand the slavery was a key issues. He also reveals the issue between Mexican and 

American merchants and their battle to control commerce along of the Rio Grande. Finally, land 
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and mineral wealth was a major factor in the United States pursuit of Mexico‟s territories (Acuña 

44).  

In addition to uncovering the reasons of conquest, which the U.S. often seeks to minimize, 

Chicano scholars also call attention to the fact that the Treaty itself has not been honored. To 

elaborate, the original article X of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo called for the honoring of 

Mexican landgrants and property, the Spanish Language, and Mexican culture. Later the treaty 

was redrafted with article X omitted, arguably promoting racial inequalities among Chicanos to 

this day. For example, Chicano families and students find themselves fighting to include Spanish 

language in public schools. The lack of fulfillment has also become a foundation for laws such as 

HB 1070 that seeks to regulate brown bodies in the state of Arizona. In addition, lands along the 

southern border region are continuing to be seized under the guise of “the war on terror”.  

Therefore, inherently connected to the U.S. Mexico War and The Treaty of Guadalupe 

Hidalgo the philosophy of the Chicano Movement pronounces that Chicanos have the right, if 

not the precedent, to exist and live freely in what is now know as the U.S. This right to exist and 

live freely in what is now referred to as the United States is largely influenced by the historical 

perspective that EuroAmericans are the only true illegal immigrants and are on occupied 

Mexican lands that were wrongfully seized in 1842. This occupied land is often referred to by 

Chicano scholars and activists as Aztlan. While it is more often those who equate Chicano 

people and terrorism that evoke images of a “brown takeover”, there are those too involved in 

the political/historical narrative who at times may advocate the reconquest of Azltan. While 

powerful, complex, and empowering from a Chicano nationalistic perspective, the narrative can 

also become limiting to those very people the philosophical foundation attempts to liberate.    
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Therefore the reconquest, even when teasingly referred to by some activsts, should be 

examined as if refers to a limited narrative centered in the context of power. Reid Gomez 

explains the issue of this type of power as she states that, “Those in power and completely 

convinced of this understanding and experience of power have subsequently sought the 

acquisition of more power (of this type). War and conquest “give rights” and require that all 

people‟s mobility be controlled or coerced…” (Gomez 146). In relation then, if we engage in 

disputes of us versus them and seek power in the same hegemonic ways – we become what we 

are in the very instant organizing against. To overcome this limited understanding of power that 

becomes concealed in discussions of occupation versus self-determination it is important we 

articulate power and sovereignty in a more complex way.   

Though as a Native woman I identify the shame and anger colonization enrages I also 

understand that the ways in which we choose to engage the colonizer
1
 also reflects where we 

position ourselves in this battle. Gomez more clearly articulates this challenge as she states, “Our 

method of engaging with the world informs the manner in which we theorize that world and 

understand its scope and our place within that scope” (Gomez 153). So it is that we must be 

aware of our way in which we approach self-determination as occupied nations – not in fear of 

the colonizer or imperial power, but in sight of ourselves and in relation to our own ways of 

thinking and knowing.  

To more fully illustrate the ways in which hegemonic ideas of power imbed themselves 

in our discourse, it is helpful to return to the dominate discourses that discusses the years of 

1846-1848. As we have witnessed, each recount gives names of the most famous leaders on each 

side – all men. Each recount drew lines in the sand and claimed the territory for their own despite 

                                                           
1
 Though I use colonizer here it is important to add that the term cannot on its own define the “other,” as the lines 

between colonizer and colonized become blurred.  
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the fact that there were complex and advanced Native societies always forever in place. Each 

recount minimized both Native peoples‟ and women‟s involvement. Finally, both “sides” spoke 

of rights, but neither of responsibility to the land or to each other.  That is, we often find 

ourselves in discourses that center militarianism, a belief in maintaining strong and large 

militaries locking us in the struggles over one type of power and always masculine. We loose 

sight of Indigenous and Feminist epistemologies. We loose sight of each other.  

 This loss of sight is entangled in each of the dominate narratives, both the American and 

the Chicano, where Native people, women, and land go eclipsed by discussions of power and 

war.  Within the weeks of reading I have conducted it is true that each “side” has presented more 

complex narratives than what I have here room to share with you and, though rarely, will briefly 

mention the roles of women and Native peoples. Nevertheless, the dominate ways in which the 

treaty is discussed exclude the realities of the majority of those involved.  

Women within the dominate discourses are repeatedly regulated to inferior roles as 

servants. I found one particular quote quite disturbing on a PBS website as it read, referring to 

the soldaderas, that “[t]hese women had no official role in the army but tagged along with their 

husbands, brothers, customers, and lovers as they had since the earliest days. These women 

served a variety of useful roles, including those of laundress, cook, nurse, and maid” (Frazier). It 

is not that the woman‟s duties are in and of themselves “lower than” men. It is that their duties 

and roles are openly perceived as such.  There women are both limited by the narrow portrayal as 

sexual server and the very omission of their contributions of leadership.   

 In addition, Native woman have experienced the effects of militarization before the 

present border was ever established. As  explains, there were tensions between the 

Mexican military and the church over the soldiers‟ mistreatment of the Native women. This 
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mistreatment was never resolved and rape and murder was practiced unpunished (Acuña 33). It 

has been documented by Chicana feminists, such as Sylvan Falcon, that each force utilizes 

women‟s bodies as method of physical and psychological approach to the opposing forces. In 

Weapon of War: Militarized Rape at the U.S.-Mexico Border, she explains that, “The 

interconnection between militarism, hyper-masculinity, colonialism, and patriarchy contribute to 

violence against women” in today‟s border wars (204). It is important to understand that during 

wartimes, rape and murder of women increase. It is now as it was then, and most recently we 

find ourselves concerned as the U.S. utilizes ideas of nationalism and boundary enforcement to 

wage attacks on our border communities. Therefore, the safety of those amongst the borderlands 

cannot be limited in the discourse of militarization, or us vs. them, directly because our desire for 

our families to exist free of harm becomes intertwined in such perspectives.  

In addition to the marginalization of women‟s voices within the dominate narratives of 

borders, is the marginalization of Native peoples. The author Robin Sager, states in reference to 

Native agency that “[T]he search for sources remains difficult as most Anglo-American, Spanish, 

French, and Mexican documents silence more Native American voices than they reveal” (Native 

Americans in Texas during the U.S.-Mexican War, 1846-1848). For example, though both 

dominate accounts of the war state that Santa Ana led and army of about 6,000 soldiers into 

Texas, it is only briefly stated in a Chicano scholars recounts that “many of Santa Anna‟s 

soldiers had been forcefully conscripted into the army… and were largely poorly equipped Maya 

natives who did not speak Spanish” (Acuña 40). Moreover, neither side promotes a space within 

their retellings directly from the tribal peoples whose history was vastly affected by the Spanish 

conquistadors, American colonizers, and Mexican soldiers.  
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Furthermore, in regards to ‟s position that the United States had no legitimate 

excuse for invading Mexico because much of “Louisiana Purchase, central Illinois, southern 

Georgia, and West Virginia lay vacant” it could also be argued for Mexico invasion among the 

borderland into the lands of the Tohono O‟odham, Yaqui, Apachi, Navajo, Hope, Zuni, Yuma, 

Purepecha, and many that have not been named – not to mention the oppression of Native 

peoples throughout the whole of Mexico. They, the American and Chicano narratives, could in 

fact both read that both American and Spanish and later Mexican conquest and occupation of 

territories were unjustified and only for profit. Moreover, none of these lands were vacant.   

The reification of our histories into us vs. them limits our understanding of the always 

already present blurring of identities – especially racialized identities. In fact, the blurring of 

identities existed before Mexican citizens were written into US geography by the signing of the 

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. In spite of today‟s focus on hybrid identities arising concurrently 

with the border, hybrid and racial stratification already existed in Mexico with or without its 

formal recognition. Criollos of Spanish descent, with the fairest skin, existed on the top of social 

and class piers while Afro-Mestizos and Indigenous peoples amongst the lowest rungs. Finally, 

the tangles of war lead some people in each respective nation to align with what we consider as 

their opposing or enemy forces. The St. Patricks Batallion, for example, was made up of people 

including ethnic Irish, Spaniards, Mexicans and even disenfranchised Americans and escaped 

slaves (Miller 188-192).  This battalion was believed to have left the American forces and joined 

the Mexican military because of their shared Catholic religion with the majority of Mexican 

peoples and sympathy to their cause.  In addition, many Nortenos far removed from the central 

parts of Mexico welcomed EuroAmericans to settle amongst their families – some scholars 

stating for the very reason of whitening the race.  
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In regards to land, what has been most historically silenced in these disputes between 

East and West and now North and South is the land itself. It is not my attempt to promote some 

sort of mythical new ageism. However, what I am attempting to reassert here is the life giving 

abilities of the land that we draw our lines across, both in nationalism and in the acquisition of 

personal property. Native scholars, such as Smith, explain that, again, education plays a major 

role - as the arm of the colonizer. School curriculums have provided the space for the dominate 

narrative to exist unchallenged. Dominate narrative not only displace Native peoples, but also 

displaces their relationship to the land with instead an individualist, rationalist, capitalist culture 

that seeks to change the landscape from life to commodity. Furthermore, though it is the 

American narrative that exists mostly unchallenged, the Chicano nationalist narrative can also 

become implicated in the process of perpetuating a relationship to the land that centers rigid 

boundaries and ownership.  

To counter the nationalist narratives that undermine the power and sacredness of land an 

alternative language is necessary. Aztlan Underground, a hip hop group explains that “for us 

Aztlan is not a territory. For if we were to define it that way then we would subscribe to the 

western paradigm of "owning" land. What Aztlan means for us is the right to live according to 

the laws of nature and its habitats. This does not negate the traditional ties of native people but 

infact enforces it. Anyone who refers to Aztlan as specific territory to be taken over is sorely 

mistaken. It is awareness of identity and connection not coercion or reconquest…” That is as 

Trask, in her book Native Daughter, explains, compared to imperial notions of nationalism “we 

speak a different language than Old World nationalism” (59).  

Concluding, I believe it is our responsibility to honor the legacy of our ancestors by 

challenging the imperial paradigms that lead us to us vs. them and encourage instead a dialogue 
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of more complicated relations. Regardless if we can or cannot identify our own identities rapped 

into the history of colonialism we are responsible for our present association or collaboration in 

today‟s “isms” and phobias. Of course those include racism, sexism and homophobia, but also 

imperialism which drives our nation‟s armies still today promoting the doctrine of Manifest 

Destiny throughout the world. February 2
nd

 may remain a date when we reflect on the lands that 

were lost to the U.S. as one of the first major land grabs under the guise of Manifest Destiny, but 

we must also realize our responsibility in its ever occurring rhetoric that transcends our current 

boundaries and reaches across to the nations where murder, rape, and military occupation happen 

to the people and land around the world.  

As Native scholars warn, if we only seek rights we limit ourselves within the discourse of 

property and ownership. If we speak in terms of responsibility to the land and to each other – we 

seek relationships that deconstruct concepts of property, occupation, and war. That is, I hope that 

in the brief annunciation of our diverse and fluid histories that we not only utilize our discourse 

as a weapon against neoliberalism, but also a bridge to each other.  
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